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Let Ba H be a crossed product algebra over an algebraically closed field, withs
H a finite dimensional Hopf algebra. We give an explicit equivalence between the
category of finite dimensional Ba H-modules whose restriction to B is a directs
sum of copies of a stable irreducible B-module, and the category of modules for a
twisted product of H with the field. This describes all finite dimensional irre-
ducible Ba H-modules containing a stable irreducible B-submodule, and thuss
generalizes the classical stable Clifford correspondence for groups. In case H is
cocommutative, we extend this correspondence to the nonstable case. Q 1999
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main results of classical Clifford theory is the Clifford
correspondence, which explicitly describes a relationship between modules
w xfor a group and modules for a normal subgroup 4 . The Clifford corre-
w xspondence has been generalized in various ways in 1, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13 . In
w xparticular, Rieffel gives in 9 a generalization of the Clifford correspon-
dence to some classes of ring extensions. When H is a Hopf algebra with
w x w xbijective antipode, Schneider in 12 and van Oystaeyen and Zhang in 13
give a stable Clifford correspondence for a faithfully flat H-Galois exten-
Ž .sion equivalently, an H-Galois extension with total integral . In this
article, we prove a more explicit version of the stable Clifford correspon-
dence, reminiscent of Clifford's original result, under stronger hypotheses.
w xFurther application of Schneider's results 12 shows that our formula also
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holds under his more general hypotheses. We then use results of Schnei-
w xder in 10 to further extend this Clifford correspondence to the nonstable
case when H is cocommutative.
Specifically, let k be an algebraically closed field, H a finite dimensional
Hopf algebra over k, and A s Ba H a crossed product algebra of as
k-algebra B with H. In particular if A is a finite dimensional Hopf
algebra with a normal Hopf subalgebra B, then A is such a crossed
q w xproduct with H s ArAB 11 . Let T be a finite dimensional irreducible
Ž .opleft B-module and let E s End A m T , where A m T is the inducedA B B
A-module.
w xFirst suppose T is A-stable 10 , as defined in Section 2. Then E is
w xisomorphic to a twisted product ka H s k H , analogous to the twisteda a
group algebra appearing in the classical Clifford correspondence. In Theo-
rem 2.2 we give the explicit structure of an A-module to the vector space
T m U for any E-module U; we also point out that this structure may bek
w xshown to hold more generally using our ideas and work of Schneider 12 .
In Theorem 3.1 we show that our construction provides an equivalence
between the category of finite dimensional E-modules and the category of
finite dimension A-modules whose restriction to B is isomorphic to a
wdirect sum of copies of T. Alternatively, this theorem follows from 12,
Ž .x w xRemark 5.8 2 or 13, Theorem 5.4 . In Lemma 3.2 we show that if V is a
finite dimensional irreducible A-module whose restriction to B contains
an irreducible A-stable submodule T , then V is semisimple on restriction
to B; this generalizes a result of Clifford in the stable case. In Corollary
3.3 we show that every finite dimensional irreducible A-module containing
T as a B-submodule has the form T m U for some irreducible E-modulek
U; this generalizes the stable Clifford correspondence for groups.
We next consider the general case in which T is not necessarily
A-stable, and we assume that H is cocommutative to obtain a Clifford
correspondence. In this case H is also pointed as k is algebraically closed,
Ž .and so the stabilizer H of T in H defined in Section 3 is a Hopfst
w x w xsubalgebra of H 10 . Letting S s Ba H and using the results of 10 ands st
Section 2, we obtain in Theorem 3.4 a one-to-one correspondence between
finite dimensional irreducible S-modules containing T as a B-submodule
and finite dimensional irreducible A-modules containing T as a B-sub-
module. This correspondence is given by induction of modules from S to
A. Further combining this correspondence with the results of Section 2, we
obtain in Corollary 3.5 a generalization of the full Clifford correspondence
for groups in the cocommutative case, given as a one-to-one correspon-
dence of irreducible modules.
Ž .Throughout, all our modules and module categories will be left and
finite dimensional. The field k is always assumed to be algebraically
closed, and ms m .k
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF A-MODULES FROM A
STABLE IRREDUCIBLE B-MODULE
Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over k with comultiplica-
tion D: H “ H m H, counit e : H “ k, and antipode S: H “ H. We will
Ž . w xuse the summation notation D h s Ý h m h for the coproduct 7, 1.4.2 .1 2
Let A s Ba H be a crossed product algebra of a k-algebra B with H.s
That is, there is a convolution-invertible k-linear map s : H m H “ B and
a k-linear map H m B “ B denoted h m b ‹ h ? b, satisfying
h ? l ? b s s h , l h l ? b sy1 h , l ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 1 2 2 3 3
h ? s l , m s h , l m s s h , l s h l , m ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
s h , 1 s s 1, h s e h 1,Ž . Ž . Ž .
h ? bc s h ? b h ? c , h ? 1 s e h 1, 1 ? b s bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 2
for all h, l, m g H and b, c g B. In particular, H measures B and s is a
2-cocycle. The crossed product algebra, denoted Ba H, is the vector spaces
B m H, with the element b m h denoted bah, and multiplication
bah cal s b h ? c s h , l ah lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 2 1 3 2
for all b, c g B and h, l g H. This is an associative algebra with identity,
Ž . w xand is a right H-comodule algebra via bah ‹ Ý bah m h 7, Sect. 7 .1 2
We will also use the summation notation for comodules, Ý a m a s0 1
Ž .Ý bah m h where a s bah g Ba H.1 2 s
Let T be a finite dimensional irreducible left B-module with r : B “
Ž .End T expressing the action of B on T. Assume that T is A-stable; thatk
is, there is a left B-linear and right H-colinear isomorphism
;
F : A m T “ T m H ,B
Žwhere A m T is the A-module induced from T with A acting asB
. w xmultiplication on the left factor 10, p. 207 . Here the B-module and
H-comodule structures of A m T and T m H are given byB
b a m t [ ba m t and a m t ‹ a m t m a ,Ž . ÝB B B 0 B 1
b t m h [ bt m h and t m h ‹ t m D hŽ . Ž .
for all a g A, b g B, h g H, and t g T. This generalizes the standard
definition of a stable module in group representation theory, in which a
module is stable if it is isomorphic to all its conjugate modules. We may
Ž . w xassume that F 1 m t s t m 1 for all t g T 10, p. 208 .B
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ŽWe point out that in case the measuring of B by H is trivial that is
Ž . . w xh ? b s e h b for all h g H and b g B , so that A s B H is a twisteds
product, then every B-module is A-stable. The map F is given simply by
ŽŽ . . Ž .Ž .F bah m t s r b t m h, which is well defined as ba1 commutesB
with 1ah in this case. In general F will be more complicated.
Let
op op
E [ End A m T and E9 [ End T .Ž . Ž .A B B
Ž . w xThen E ( Hom T , A m T 2, Proposition 2.8.3 , and by Schur's lemmaB B
w xE9 ( k. By 10, Theorem 3.6 , k ( E9 : E is an H-crossed product, with
right H-colinear and convolution invertible map J: H “ E defined by
J h 1 m t [ C t m h ,Ž . Ž . Ž .B
;y1where C s F : T m H “ A m T. Note that under our hypotheses J isB
bijective. Also note that any measuring of the field k by H is necessarily
w xtrivial, so E is in fact isomorphic to a twisted product k H s ka H. Bya a
w x7, 7.2.5 , a : H m H “ k is given by
a h , l s J h J l Jy1 h l 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 1 2 2
y1 Žfor all h, l g H, where J is the convolution inverse of J denoted J9
w x.in 10 .
Ž .Let g : H “ A s Ba H be given by g h s 1ah. Then g has convolu-s
y1 y1Ž . y1Ž . wtion inverse g given by g h s Ý s Sh , h aSh 7, Proposition2 3 1
x7.2.7 . Let
q [ id m e (F : A m T “ T .Ž . B
We claim that
Jy1 h 1 m t s gy1 h m q g h m t . 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝB 1 B 2 B
wThis may be checked directly by calculations similar to that in 10, pp.
x y1Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .211]212 or by using the formula J h 1 m t s Ý r h m q l h m t ,B i B i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where r h , l h are determined by the equation 1 m h s Ý r h l h mi i i i 0
Ž . w x y1Ž . Ž . Ž .l h in A m H 10, pp. 209 and 211 . Here Ýg h g h m g h si 1 1 2 0 2 1
y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . y1Ž .Ý g h g h m h s 1 m h, and so Ý r h m l h s Ý g h m1 2 3 i i 1
Ž .g h .2
Ž .Let b : H “ End T be defined byk
b h t [ q g h m t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .B
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In the lemma below, we give some formulas involving the maps b , J, and
y1 Ž .J . Note that part ii of the lemma generalizes the fact that in case H is
Ž .a group algebra kG, for g g G, b g is an isomorphism between T and its
conjugate module g ? T.
LEMMA 2.1. Let h, l g H, b g B, and t g T.
Ž . y1Ž .Ž . y1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .i J h 1 m t s Ý g h m b h t and 1 m b h t sB 1 B 2 B
y1Ž .Ž Ž . .Ý J h g h m t .2 1 B
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii b h r b s Ý r h ? b b h .1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . y 1Ž . y 1Ž .iii J h J l s Ý a h , l J h l and J l J h s1 1 2 2
y1Ž . y1Ž .Ý a h , l J h l .2 2 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . y1Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .iv b h b l s Ý a h , l r s h , l b h l .3 3 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . y1Ž .v J Sh s Ý a h , Sh J h .2 3 1
Ž .Proof. i The first equation follows from the definition of b and
Ž . y1 y1Ž .formula 2.2 for J . The second follows from the first, as J h is2
A-linear, and g and gy1 are convolution inverses.
Ž . Ž .ii By part i ,
1 m b h r b t s Jy1 h g h m r b tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝB 2 1 B
s Jy1 h 1ah ba1 m tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 2 1 B
s Jy1 h h ? b ah m tŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý 3 1 2 B
s h ? b a1 Jy1 h g h m tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý 1 3 2 B
s h ? b a1 1 m b h tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý 1 B 2
s 1 m r h ? b b h t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý B 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore b h r b s Ý r h ? b b h .1 2
Ž . Ž .iii Convolve both sides of the defining relation 2.1 for a with
Ž .J hl to obtain the first equation. For the second equation, convolve both
Ž . y1Ž . y1Ž . y1Ž .sides of 2.1 with J h , J l , and a h, l .
Ž . Ž .iv By part i ,
1 m b h b l t s Jy1 h g h m b l tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝB 2 1 B
s g h Jy1 h 1 m b l tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 1 2 B
s g h Jy1 h Jy1 l g l m tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý 1 2 2 1 B
s g h g l Jy1 l Jy1 h 1 m t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 1 1 2 2 B
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y1Ž . y1Ž .as J h and J l are A-maps and the multiplication in E is opposite2 2
that of endomorphisms. Now,
g h g l s 1ah 1al s s h , l ah lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
s s h , l a1 g h l .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .Using this and parts iii and i , the above expression becomes
1 m b h b l tŽ . Ž . Ž .B
s ay1 h , l s h , l a1 Jy1 h l g h l m tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý 4 4 1 1 3 3 2 2 B
s ay1 h , l s h , l a1 1 m b h l tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý 3 3 1 1 B 2 2
s 1 m ay1 h , l r s h , l b h l t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý B 3 3 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž . y1Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Therefore b h b l s Ý a h , l r s h , l b h l .3 3 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .v First note that J 1 is the identity map on A m T as F 1 m tB B
Ž .s t m 1 for all t g T. By part iii then, we have
J h J Sh s a h , Sh J h ShŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1 2 1 4 2 3
s a h , Sh ? id .Ž .Ý 1 2 Am TB
y1 y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By convolving with J h , we obtain J Sh s Ý a h , Sh J h .2 3 1
Next we will use these relations to give T m U the structure of an
A-module whenever U is an E-module. On the other hand, if V is an
A-module, we will give the obvious E-module structure to the vector space
Ž . Ž .Hom T , V ( Hom A m T , V .B A B
THEOREM 2.2. Let T be an irreducible A-stable B-module and let E s
Ž .opEnd A m T .A B
Ž .i Let U be a left E-module. Then T m U is an A-module wherek
a ? t m u [ q a m t m J a ? u.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 0 B 1
Further, the restriction of T m U to B is isomorphic to a direct sum of copiesk
of T.
Ž . Ž . Žii Let V be an A-module. Then the space Hom T , V ( Hom AB A
.m T , V is a left E-module where f ? g [ g ( f.B
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Ž .Proof. i First we note that, for a s bah, the definitions of b and r
and the fact that q is B-linear imply
q a m t m J a ? u s r b b h t m J h ? u.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý0 B 1 1 2
We will use this formula to show that
aa9 ? t m u s a ? a9 ? t m uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
for all a, a9 g A, t g T , and u g U. Letting a s bah and a9 s cal, the
left-hand side is
aa9 ? t m u s b h ? c s h , l ah l ? t m uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 1 2 1 3 2
s r b r h ? c r s h , l b h l t m J h l ? u.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 1 2 1 3 2 4 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..On the other hand, using Lemma 2.1 ii , iii , and iv , a ? a9 ? t m u is
equal to
bah ? r c b l t m J l ? uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 1 2
s r b b h r c b l t m J h ? J l ? uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 1 1 2 2
s r b r h ? c b h b l t m J h J l ? uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 1 2 1 3 2
s r b r h ? c ay1 h , l r s h , l b h l tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 1 4 3 2 1 3 2
m a h , l J h l ? uŽ . Ž .5 4 6 5
s r b r h ? c r s h , l b h l t m J h l ? u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 1 2 1 3 2 4 3
y1 Žas a and a are convolution inverses with values in k. As U is an
Ž . Ž .E-module, we have e ? f ? u s ef ? u for all e, f g E, u g U, even though
.as endomorphisms, e and f multiply in the opposite order. Comparison of
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..the two calculations shows that aa9 ? t m u s a ? a9 ? t m u . It may be
checked that 1 acts as the identity on T m U. Therefore this formula givesA
T m U the structure of an A-module.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Restricting T m U to B, we have ba1 ? t m u s r b b 1 t m J 1 ? u
Ž . Ž .s r b t m u. Therefore the restricted module T m U x is isomorphicB
to T[n where n s dim U.k
Ž .ii This is clear given that multiplication in E is opposite that of the
endomorphisms.
w xWe remark that results of Schneider 12 may be used to show that the
Ž . Žformula in part i of the theorem holds more generally Schneider's
results are stated in terms of right modules, but we translate here into left
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.modules : Let H be a Hopf algebra with bijective antipode, B ; A a right
faithfully flat H-Galois extension, T an irreducible A-stable B-module,
Ž .op wE9 s End T , and other notation as in this section. As in 12, RemarkB
Ž .x Ž .5.8 2 , the map T m E “ A m T given by t m f ‹ f 1 m t is a rightE9 B B
Ž .E-module isomorphism. It may be checked that id m J (F is the inverse
Ž .of this map. It follows that T m U ( A m T m U for all E-modules U.E9 B E
This may be used to give T m U an A-module structure, via the standardE9
Ž .A-module action on A m T m U by multiplication on the leftmostB E
factor. The resulting A-module structure on T m U is given by a formulaE9
Ž .precisely as in Theorem 2.2 i .
3. THE CLIFFORD CORRESPONDENCE
In this section we give a stable Clifford correspondence in the general
case, and a nonstable Clifford correspondence in case H is cocommuta-
tive. We start with the same assumptions and notation as in Section 2. In
particular, T is a finite dimensional irreducible A-stable B-module, and
Ž .opE s End A m T .A B
Let F be the functor defined as follows, from the category of finite
dimensional E-modules to the category of finite dimensional A-modules
whose restriction to B is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of T. If U is
Ž .an E-module, let F U s T m U with A-module structure as in Theorem
Ž . Ž .2.2 i . If f : U “ V is an E-linear map, let F f s id m f. Let G be theT
functor defined as follows, from the category of finite dimensional A-mod-
ules whose restriction to B is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of T , to
the category of finite dimensional E-modules. If V is an A-module, let
Ž . Ž . Ž .G V s Hom T , V with E-module structure as in Theorem 2.2 ii . If f :B
Ž . Ž .U “ V is an A-linear map, let G f s f# where f# f s f (f for any
Ž .f g Hom T , U . In the next theorem we show that F and G provide aB
category equivalence.
THEOREM 3.1. Let T be a finite dimensional irreducible A-stable B-mod-
Ž .opule and let E s End A m T . The category of finite dimensional E-mod-A B
ules is equi¤alent to the category of finite dimensional A-modules whose
restriction to B is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of T. The equi¤alence is
gi¤en by sending an E-module U to T m U and an A-module V tok
Ž .Hom T , V , with module structures as gi¤en in Theorem 2.2.B
Proof. Let M be an A-module such that M x ( Tmn, where M xB B
Ž .denotes the module M restricted to B. Define h : T m Hom T , M “ MM B
Ž . Ž . [n Ž . [nby h t m f s f t . As M x ( T , we have Hom T , M ( k . ItM B B
follows from this and the definition of h that h is surjective. ThereforeM M
h is bijective, as these modules have the same k-dimension.M
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Ž .We show that h is A-linear. The isomorphism Hom T , M (M B
Ž . Ž .Hom A m T , M allows us to identify f g Hom T , M with f gA B B
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hom A m T , M by f 1 m t s f t for all t g T. Then, by TheoremA B B
Ž .2.2 and Lemma 2.1 i , we have
h bah ? t m f s h r b b h t m J h ? fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝM M 1 2
s J h ? f 1 m r b b h tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý 2 B 1
s f ( J h 1 m r b b h tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 2 B 1
s f ba1 J h 1 m b h tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý 2 B 1
s f ba1 J h Jy1 h g h m tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý 3 2 1 B
s f ba1 Jy1 h J h g h m tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý 2 3 1 B
s f bah m tŽ .Ž .B
s bah ? f 1 m tŽ . Ž .B
s bah ? h t m fŽ . Ž .M
Ž . Ž .for all b g B, h g H, t g T , and f g Hom A m T , M ( Hom T , M .A B B
Therefore h is A-linear. We have already seen that h is bijective, andM M
so for each M, h is an isomorphism of A-modules. Further, it isM
Ž .straightforward to check that f (h s h ( FG f whenever f : M “ N isM N
A-linear.
Ž . Ž .Ž .Let U be an E-module. Define h : U “ Hom T , T m U by h u tU B U
Ž .s t m u, for all t g T and u g U. This defines a B-linear map h u forU
each u g U, as B acts trivially on the second factor U in T m U. Identify-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ing h u g Hom T , T m U with h u g Hom A m T , T m U whereU B U A B
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .h u 1 m t s h u t , the map h u becomes A-linear. Clearly h isU B U U U
Ž . Ž [n. [n Ž .injective. As Hom T , T m U ( Hom T , T ( k where dim U sB B k
n, h must be bijective.U
We show that h is E-linear. As H is finite dimensional, S is bijectiveU
w x Ž .7, Theorem 2.1.3 . Therefore Lemma 2.1 v and the surjectivity of J imply
y1 Ž y1Ž . Ž ..ŽJ : H “ E is also surjective. So it suffices to show that J h ? h u 1U
. Ž y1Ž . .Ž .m t s h J h ? u 1 m t for all h g H, t g T , and u g U. ByB U B
Ž .Lemma 2.1 i and Theorem 2.2, we have
Jy1 h ? h u 1 m tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .U B
s h u Jy1 h 1 m tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .U B
s h u gy1 h m b h tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý U 1 B 2
s gy1 h h u 1 m b h tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 1 U B 2
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s gy1 h ? b h t m uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 1 2
s sy1 Sh , h aSh ? b h t m uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý 2 3 1 4
s r sy1 Sh , h b Sh b h t m J Sh ? u.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 3 4 2 5 1
Ž .By Lemma 2.1 iv , this becomes
r sy1 Sh , h ay1 Sh , h r s Sh , h b Sh h tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý 5 6 2 9 4 7 3 8
m J Sh ? u.Ž .1
Now the factors involving s and sy1 cancel, giving
Jy1 h ? h u 1 m t s ay1 Sh , h b Sh h t m J Sh ? uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ÝU B 2 5 3 4 1
s a 1 Sh , h t m J Sh ? uŽ . Ž .Ý 2 3 1
s ay1 Sh , h a h , Sh t m Jy1 h ? uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý 4 5 2 3 1
Ž . w x y1Ž . Ž . Ž .by Lemma 2.1 v . By 7, p. 109 , we have Ý a Sh , h a h , Sh s e h ,4 5 2 3 2
so now
Jy1 h ? h u 1 m t s t m Jy1 h ? uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .U B
s h Jy1 h ? u 1 m t .Ž . Ž .Ž .U B
Therefore h is E-linear. We have already seen that h is bijective, and soU U
for each U, h is an isomorphism of E-modules. Further, it is straightfor-U
Ž .ward to check that h ( f s GF f (h whenever f : U “ V is E-linear.V U
Ž .As pointed out at the end of Section 2, T m U ( A m T m U. There-B E
wfore our Theorem 3.1 may alternatively be derived from 12, Remark
Ž .x w x5.8 2 or 13, Theorem 5.4 .
We next show that in fact any finite dimensional irreducible A-module
containing T as a B-submodule is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of
T as a B-module. Thus we may apply the theorem to such an A-module to
obtain the stable Clifford correspondence.
LEMMA 3.2. Let V be a finite dimensional irreducible A-module whose
restriction V x to B contains an irreducible A-stable B-submodule T. ThenB
V x is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of T. In particular, V x isB B
semisimple.
ŽProof. Consider the map A m T “ V given by a m t ‹ a ? t as T : V,B B
.a ? t g V is defined for all a g A, t g T . This is a nonzero A-linear map,
Ž .surjective as V is irreducible. As T is A-stable, A m T x ( T m H isB B
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isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of T , and in particular is a semisimple
B-module. This and the Krull]Schmidt]Azumaya theorem now force
V x to be semisimple and isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of T asB
well.
This lemma generalizes a special case of the classical Clifford theory
result that the restriction of an irreducible module from a group to a
normal subgroup is semisimple. For a generalization in a different direc-
w xtion, see 10, Corollary 2.2 .
The stable Clifford correspondence follows immediately from Theorem
3.1 and Lemma 3.2.
Ž .COROLLARY 3.3 Stable Clifford Correspondence . Let T be a finite
Ž .opdimensional irreducible A-stable B-module and let E s End A m T .A B
There is a one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism classes of finite
dimensional irreducible E-modules and finite dimensional irreducible A-mod-
ules containing T as a B-submodule. This correspondence is gi¤en by sending
an E-module U to T m U, with module structure as gi¤en in Theorem 2.2.k
For the rest of this section we assume H is cocommutati¤e. Note that as
w xk is algebraically closed, this implies H is pointed as well 7, p. 76 ; that is,
every simple subcoalgebra of H is one dimensional. Let T be a finite
dimensional irreducible left B-module that is not necessarily A-stable. If
Ž . y1Ž .C : H is a subcoalgebra, let A C [ D A m C , where D : A “ A mA A
H is the right H-comodule map arising from the crossed product A s
w xBa H. As in 10, p. 216 , we say that C stabilizes T ifs
T m C ( A C m TŽ . B
as left B-modules and right C-comodules. The stabilizer H of T in H isst
defined by
H [ C ,Ýst
C
wthe sum over all subcoalgebras C : H such that C stabilizes T. By 10,
x ŽTheorem 4.4 , H stabilizes T and is a Hopf subalgebra of H. In case Hst
is not pointed, H is a subcoalgebra of H, but not necessarily a Hopfst
. <subalgebra. Write s also for the restricted cocycle s and letH mHst st
S [ A H s Ba H .Ž .st s st
Then T is S-stable by definition, so Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 apply,
with S in place of A.
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THEOREM 3.4. Let H be cocommutati¤e, A s Ba H, and T a finites
dimensional irreducible B-module. There is a one-to-one correspondence
between isomorphism classes of finite dimensional irreducible S-modules con-
taining T as a B-submodule and finite dimensional irreducible A-modules
containing T as a B-submodule. This correspondence is gi¤en by sending an
S-module N to A m N.S
Proof. Let N be a finite dimensional irreducible S-module containing
T as a B-submodule. By Corollary 3.2, N x is isomorphic to a direct sumB
w Ž .xof copies of T. By 10, Corollary 5.6 4 , A m N is an irreducible A-mod-S
ule. As A m N contains S m N ( N as an S-submodule, and N xS S B
contains T as a B-submodule, the irreducible A-module A m N containsS
T as a B-submodule.
On the other hand, let M be a finite dimensional irreducible A-module
containing T as a B-submodule. Consider the S-linear map f : S m T “B
Ž . Ž .M x defined by f s m t s s ? t for all s g S, t g T. Let N9 s Im f , anS B
Ž .S-submodule of M x . As T is S-stable, S m T x ( T m H is a directS B B st
Ž .sum of copies of T. In particular, S m T x is semisimple, and so itsB B
quotient N9x is also semisimple, and is a direct sum of copies of T. LetB
N be an irreducible S-submodule of N9. Then N x : N9x must be aB B
direct sum of copies of T.
w Ž .xWe claim that M ( A m N. By 10, Corollary 5.6 4 , A m N is anS S
irreducible A-module. Consider the nonzero A-linear map A m N “ MS
given by a m n ‹ a ? n for all a g A, n g N. As M and A m N are bothS S
w Ž .Ž .xirreducible, this map is an isomorphism. By 10, Theorem 5.4 2 a , S mS
N ( N is isomorphic to the T-socle of A m N, that is, of M. As N9x isS B
a direct sum of copies of T as well, this forces N s N9, and N is the
unique irreducible S-submodule of M x containing T.S
We do not know if the correspondence in the theorem arises from a
Ž .category equivalence, as is true in the stable case Theorem 3.1 and in
w xcase H is a group algebra 8, Theorem 1.3 .
Ž .op Ž .opLetting E s End S m T , note that E ( End A m T asS B A B
Ž . Ž .End A m T ( Hom T , A m T and S m T is isomorphic to the T-A B B B B
w Ž .Ž .xsocle of A m T 10, Theorem 5.4 1 a . The next result follows immedi-B
ately from Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 3.4.
Ž .COROLLARY 3.5 Cocommutative Clifford Correspondence . Let H be
cocommutati¤e, A s Ba H, and T a finite dimensional irreducible B-mod-s
ule. There is a one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism classes of
finite dimensional irreducible E-modules and finite dimensional irreducible
A-modules containing T as a B-submodule. This correspondence is gi¤en by
Ž .sending an E-module U to A m T m U .S k
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As any A-module contains some irreducible B-submodule, it follows
from the corollary that any finite dimensional irreducible A-module has
Ž .the form A m T m U for some irreducible B-module T and irreducibleS
w xE-module U. As E ( k H is a twisted product, E-modules are equiva-a
lent to projective representations of H, which may be studied by the
w xmethods of Boca in 3 as H is cocommutative.
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